
WRITING A SELF ASSESSMENT FOR ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT

Self-assessments can be a powerful force for good in our careers says Marie Herman (See my article in the May issue
of Executive Secretary magazine . sufficiently to justify a higher title, more money, or an assistant.

Copies course materials per instructions of staff and volunteer trainers. Do not let the short outputs ruin your
day. While it remains a challenge, I have seen some progress and look forward to continually improving. How
well do you encourage your employees to be the best they can be and to trust in their abilities? Strengths: I am
a dedicated employee who understands not only my role and responsibilities, but the larger mission of our
business. Follows proper maintenance schedule to prevent unnecessary building service interruptions.
Coordinates the Director's schedule. Program supports the performance-based compensation program of the
university. It should be concise and focused on creating your best image and laying the groundwork for things
you want to happen in the future. For better or worse, getting the feedback we need is ultimately our own
responsibility. Overall, an inclusive and communicative workplace has a greater chance of succeeding. Keep
in mind that your supervisor may not be comparing you only to metrics or other staff's performance. Sends
daily calendar information for unit staff to the departmental Front Desk by am each morning. Take on new
responsibilities: In reviewing your job, you may recognize that you enjoyed certain tasks. While the objective
of self evaluation is to ensure that the employee and the management are on the same page, a lot of employees
view this as a scope to blow their own trumpet and go overboard at times. Byron Conway. You need to stay
cool under pressure and not lose patience. Identifies, develops, and manages financial resources for the
implementation programs and services. What this might look like in a goal document: Example of
Administrative Assistant Performance Goal Example Example 2 The administrative assistant works for the
manager of human resources. Work strategically with any feedback you receive. Consolidate workflow? This
year we had four positions filled with a total of 89 resumes reviewed and 24 candidates interviewed.


